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i
AbstractI

A theoretical/computational study of liquid-fueled ramjet instability has been performed.

The roles of droplet vaporization and spray combustion processes have been determined as rate-

I controlling factors on the performance and stability of combustors. The effects of vaporization,

i mixing, turbulent transport, and chemical kinetics were evaluated. The impact of variations in

geometry, initial droplet size, equivalence ratio, and various numerical factors were determined. The

study had four major components: (i) individual droplet studies, (ii) a one-dimensional combustor

i analysis, (iii) a planar combustor study, and (iv) an axisymmetric study. A predictive capability

i was developed. Vaporization processes and droplet trajectories were found to affect performance

and stability significantly.
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I. Introduction

A three year effort on a theoretical/computational study of liquid-fueled ramjet instability has

I concluded. The general objective was to determine the role of fuel droplet vaporization and spray

combustion processes as controlling factors on the performance and stability of liquid-fueled ramjets.

I The effects of vaporization, mixing, turbulent transport, and chemical kinetics were evaluated and

I their individual and relative importance were determined. Effects of geometry, initial droplet size,

and equivalence ratio were examined. The impact of various numerical factors were also determined.

I The study continued various tasks that are reported in the next section.

i A study of individual droplet behavior under oscillatory conditions and the development of

i improved droplet models are discussed in Section IIA. It is shown that droplet vaporization can

oscillate with the proper phase and amplitude to drive combustion instability.I
In Section JIB, a one-dimensional model of an oscillatory ramjet combustor is presented.

I Vaporization is found to be rate-controlling and a very strong correlation between the period of

i oscillation and the characteristic droplet heating time is found. This supports the results of Section

I IIA.

In Section IIC, planar combustor configurations are analyzed. Turbulent mixing and transport

tend to become the slower processes. Furthermore, numerical errors tend to exaggerate the impor-

i tance of mixing as a controlling factor. Vaporization is still found to be important in predicting the

E local mixture ratio and temperature.

Axisymmetric configurations are studied in Section IIID. Vaporization is more important than

it was for planar configurations; efficiencies tend to be higher on account of faster mixing. As a
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I
result of higher efficiencies and greater energy release, the axisymmetric cases tend to have higher

I amplitude oscillations.

I Major conclusions are presented in Section III. Lists of publications, personnel, and degrees

I awarded are presented in Appendices A,B, and C, respectively.

I
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I
II. Technical DiscussionI

E A. Oscillatory Droplet Vaporization

* This section describes the part of the program related to the development of liquid fuel droplet

vaporization models. During the 1960's and early 70's attempts were made to understand the role of

fuel droplet heating and vaporization in the liquid propellant rocket combustion instability. These

I efforts are detailed in Harrje and Reardon (1972). During this period, no final conclusions regard-

I ing the plausibility of the unsteady vaporization process as a driving mechanism for combustion

instability could be reached. A major reason was that during the early years the transient heating

Iand vaporization of the liquid droplets was not well understood.

I Since then the theory of single droplet vaporization has been intensively developed. Detailed

E discussions on the subject may be found in the reviews by Sirignano (1983), Law (1982) and Faeth

(1977). The classical droplet vaporization model is described in many textbooks, e.g. Williams

U (1985). This model is based on many over-simplifications. Recently, there have been several detailed

I computational studies of a single droplet vaporizing kito a hot gas flow, e.g. Renksizbulut and

Yuen (1983), Patnaik, et. al. (1986), Chiang, Raju and Sirignano (1989), etc. However, advanced

numerical models cannot be directly adopted for spray combustion calculations primarily due to the

I great computational time associated with a single droplet calculation. This necessitates development

I of a comprehensive droplet vaporization model that is sufficiently accurate for spray combustion

calculations - in particular for application to combustion instability analysis. This has been the

I general objective of the recently completed work. In particular, in extending the classical droplet

I vaporization model, the effects associated with gas-phase convection, non-unitary gas-phase Lewis

I
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I number, variable thermophysical properties, internal circulation and transient heating of the droplet,

Stefan flow, etc., are considered.

A 'film theory' based approach has been used by Abramzon and Sirignano (1987, 1989) to an-

Ialyze the gas-phase. To describe the liquid-phase, Hill's vortex solution alongwith two-dimensional

I energy conservation equation is employed. Also, a one-dimensional 'effectiv. conductivity' model

is proposed. This approach simplifies the calculation procedure for internally circulating droplets

I by enabling transient liquid heating to be studied by a one-dimensional energy equation, making

I use of an effective liquid conductivity value: kffiki = x = 1.86 + 0.86 tanh {2.2451oglo(Pel/30)},

where Pei is the liquid Peclet number. This relation is shown in Figure A-1. The factor X varies in

I the range of 1 to 2.72.

I The following results refer to the standard cases on n-decane droplets of initial radius r0 =

U 50,am, and temperature To = 300K , which are injected into an air stream at To, = 1500K

and P,,, = 10 atm. In Figures A-2 to A-4, the dynamic and vaporization history of the droplet

is illustrated for the case when the droplet with the initial velocity of 15 rn/s is inserted into a

I quiescent air enviroment. The initial Reynolds number for the gas-phase is 105. In these figures,

I the curve 1 denotes the solution from the extended (two-dimensional) model, curves 2 and 3 refer to

'infinite conductivity' and 'conduction limit' models, respectively. Curve 4 represents the 'effective

I conductivity' model. Figure A-2 to A-4 show the temporal variation of the non-dimensional droplet

I radius, surface temperature and the instantaneous vaporization rate, respectively. As expected,

the results for extended model, in general, fall between those for the 'infinite conductivity' and

I 'conduction limit' models. Also, the curves for the 'effective conductivity' model almost coincide

I with the extended model. Figure A-5 shows the history of the average Lewis number in the gas film.

I Initially, when the vapor concentration in the film is low, the Lewis number is much greater than

5



I
unity. The parameter 0, relating the thermal amd mass transfer numbers: BT = (1 + BM1)O - 1 is

significantly greater than unity, unlike 0 = 1 assumed by the classical theory. Figure A-6 shows the

i Reynolds numbers in the liquid and gas-phases. The gas-phase number decreases monotonically as

the droplet decelerates and its diameter decreases. Figure A-7 shows the liquid Peclet number. For

a substantial part of the droplet lifetime, the Peclet number remains very high, indicating that the

i* heat transfer wthin the droplet is convection dominated.

To further test the proposed 'effective conductivity' model, the vaporization history of droplet

K in fluctuating flow field has been considered. The gas velocity is supposed to vary sinusoidally as:

Uo,, U + A, cos(27rft). The results are shown in Figure A-8, which shows the gas and droplet

U velocities, non-dimensional droplet radius and the vaporization rate as functions of time. Curves 1

i and 4 refer to the extended model of liquid heating and 'effective conductivity model,' respectively.

I The vaporization rate is affected considerably by the gas velocity oscillations. The sharp minima

in the vaporization rate correspond to times when the relative gas-liquid droplet velocity is zero.

I Again, the 'effective conductivity' model is found to agree very well with the extended model.

As a part of the ONR program, Tong and Sirgnano (1989) have examined the response of a

i vaporizing droplet to oscillating ambient pressure and velocity conditions. The work is based on

their droplet vaporization model, Tong and Sirignano (1982), which involves an integral equation

I formulation and approximate (analytical) solutions with a quasi-steady gas-phase boundary layer

i assumption. This model is older and less general than the model developed by Abramzon and

Sirignano. In particular, it applies only to the situation where droplet Reynolds number is large

compared to unity. Both standing and travelling waves have been studied. The oscillatory rates

i of vaporization of an array of repetitively injected droplets in the combustor is obtained from

I summation of individual droplet histories. In the frequency range of interest in ramjet combustion

I6



I
instabilities (100-100 Hz), the droplet lifetime and the period of oscillation are of same order of

I magnitude. Thus, the behavior of each droplet depends strongly upon the phase point on the

I pressure cycle at which the injection occurs. In the following results, the droplets are continually

Ii njected throughout the pressure cycle. A vaporization rate response function or gain is defined as:

G= f m'p'dO/ f p'2 d, where m' is vaporization rate fluctuation and p' is normalized pressure

I oscillation.

Tong and Sirignano (1989) report four types of calculations: (i) pressure oscillation only, (ii)

I velocity oscillation only, (iii) pressure and velocity oscillation in phase corresponding to a standing

wave, and (iv) pressure and velocity out-of-phase corresponding to a standing wave. Figure A-9

I shows case (i) with only pressure oscillation. The response throughout the frequency range is not

I enough to drive the instability and the response function peaks at about 200 Hz. Figure A-10 shows

case (ii). It is found that the sensitivity of the response is seen to be fairly flat above 200 Hz and

does not have large enough value to drive instability. Figure A-11 shows the combined sensitivity

I to pressure and velocity fluctuations that are in phase (case (iii)). The response function peaks at

I about 200 iAz and is found to be sufficiently large, through a wide range of frequency, to drive the

instability. Figure A-12 shows case (iv). The response function is seen to peak at about 100 Hz,

I where it is marginal as a driving force for instability. At higher frequencies, it cannot drive the

I instability. Tong and Sirignano have also analyzed sawtooth pressure oscillations, and they obtain

results similar to those for sinusoidal analysis.I
A few major achievements for this part of the program are summarized below:I

I i 1. A simple but sufficiently accurate 'effective conductivity' model for droplet vaporization has

been developed and tested for a wide range of configurations.

I
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I
2. The oversimplifications of the classical droplet vaporization have been removed. The new

model includes the effects of variable thermophysical properties, non-unitary Lewis number

in the gas film, Stefan flow, and droplet internal circulation and transient liquid heating.

3. The model is applicable over a wide range of gas-phase Reynolds numbers, including the

situations where the relative gas-droplet velocity changes sign.

4. Effects of oscillating gas pressure and velocity on the droplet vaporization were examined, and

it was found that under certain conditions spray vaporization can provide the driving force in

combustion instabiity.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
I B. One-Dimensional, Oscillatory, Liquid-Fueled Ramjet Model

This section describes the part of the program related to the application of the liquid fuel

droplet vaporization model, briefly described in Section A, to analyze ramjet combustion instability

with a one-dimensional representation of the combustion chamber. Since the 1970's there has been

I renewed effort to understand the mechanism of combustion instability in liquid-fueled systems.

I Amongst these are the efforts of Awad and Culick (1986), Crump et. al. (1986), Yang and Culick

(1986), Kailasanath et. al. (1S7), Hedge et. al. (1987), etc. The present work is discussed in

I detail in Bhatia and Sirignano (1990).

I The objective of the numerical study is to gain fundamental understanding of the effects of

I various design parameters on the stability of the combustion process in liquid-fueled ramjets. Spray

I characteristics, mixture ratio profiles, and combustor geometry are amongst the more interesting

parameters investigated. Effort has concentrated on computation of the unsteady solution for the

I gas and liquid phases, evaluation of the effects of inlet gas velocity perturbations, and the coupling

I between gas and liquid phases under perturbed conditions.

The physical model studied is a simplified one-dimensional approximation of a ramjet combus-

tion chamber, Figure B-1, in which vaporization and combustion of liquid spray occurs. Monodispersed,

I monocomponent liquid spray is assumed. The gas-phase is taken as unsteady, subsonic, compress-

U ible, and exchanging mass, momentum and heat transfer with the liquid-phase. The basic set of

equations in the Eulerian approach includes continuity, momentum, chemical species, energy and an

I equation of state for the gas phase. The one-dimensional, unsteady, compressible flow is described

I by Eulerian gas-phase conservation equations, and Lagrangian liquid-phase equations which are

I based on Abramzon and Sirignano (1989). The gas-phase conservation equations are solved using a

I9



I
modified Implicit Continuous-fluid Eulerian (ICE) method due to Harlow and Amsden (1971) and

Westbrook and Chase (1977). Dirichlet boundary conditions are used at the combustor inlet, and at

I the outlet Neumann boundary conditions along with the short-nozzle approximation are specified.

I Results from several cases covering a wide range of parameters are obtained. In all cases, the

I approach is to let the combustor start from time t = 0 when the first droplet group is injected.

After the combustor reaches a steady operating state, the inlet velocity is perturbed by forcing a

sinusoidal cycle with an amplitude of ± 20 %of the mean velocity, beyond which the combustor is

I free to oscillate.

Several frequencies of the forcing function are used. After one forced cycle of perturbation of

the inlet velocity, it is observed that in all cases, the combustor returns to its natural frequency

of oscillation. Hence, it is concluded that when the combustor is free to oscillate, the frequency of

I oscillation is independent of the frequency of the perturbation function, and it is solely determined

I by the length of the combustor, the droplet size and the overall equivalence ratio. The natural

frequency is found to increase with increasing overall equivalence ratio, decrease with increasing

I droplet radii, and decrease with decreasing length. Also, this frequency is determined to be very

I near the fundamental acoustic frequency of the combustion chamber. Results for equivalence ratio

of 0.3 and 50 cm combustor length are summarized in Table B-1.I
At the lower overall equivalence ratio of 0.3 and for combustor length of 50 cm, it has been

I found that the oscillations, after a cycle of perturbation, dampen and ultimately disappear for lower

I droplet radii of 15 and 25 Im. Figure B-2 shows temperature, velocity and pressure oscillations at

different locations along the length of the combustor, for droplet radius of 25 Ium. The oscillations

are observed to decay completely (within ± 5% of the mean value) in about ten cycles. For the

I cases of 50 and 75 um droplets, it is seen that the startup transient oscillations themselves do not

10



I
decay complet,!dy. In these cases, limit cycle behavior is seen, with the magnitude of oscillations

dependent upon droplet size. Figure B-3 shows temperature, velocity, pressure and gas flow rate

I oscillations for the case of 50 pm droplets.

I On increasing the overall equivalence ratio to 0.5, it is seen that even the previously stable

I cases (15 and 25 Mm radii droplets) result in weakly oscillating solution, along with 50, 75 and 100

pm cases which are again unstable. At an equivalence ratio of 0.7, all the droplet sizes were found

to result in strongly unstable solutions. This trend is similar to recent experimental observations

I of Yu, et. al. (1989).

3 Also, for the 75 yum case the presence of a "dark" region is clearly observed, which is convected

downstream with the gas velocity, as shown in Figure B-4 which gives temperature and pressure

oscillations for an equivalence ratio of 0.3. The dark region indicates the presence of gases at

I lower temperatures, in accordance with Crocco and Cheng (1956). These are local temperature

I oscillations (and thus local entropy oscillations) which propagate at the speed of mass motion. The

amplitude of the temperature oscillations associated with these waves is very large. Similar behavior

I to a smaller extent, is observed with 50 m droplet radius and to a similar extent with 100 pm

I droplet radius at equivalence ratios of 0.5 and 0.7.

3 These results are summarized in Figures B-5 to 8. These figures map the domains of sta-

ble/unstable combustion with the droplet radius, the combustor length and the overall equivalence

I ratio as the parameters. Figure B-5 shows the domain as determined by the droplet radius and

I the combustor length. It shows that, on increasing the droplet size for a fixed combustor length,

U the combustion passes from stable to unstable and back to stable. Also evident is the effect of the

combustor length. Table B-1 estimates the characteristic time for droplet heating and thus deter-

I mines the characteristic frequency corresponding to droplet heating time. On fixing the combustorI!_1



I
length and increasing the droplet radius, the characteristic time associated with the droplet heating

U increases, and at some intermediate droplet radius range, it matches with the characteristic acoustic

I period to excite the acoustic modes. At higher droplet radii (75 and 100 1um), the low frequency

I oscillations begin to get excited and this phenomenon is explained below. The characteristic time

associated with the acoustic frequency, Ta ,7- L, and this explains the increase in the stable region on

I increasing the combustor length. Also shown in Table B-1 and Figure B-5 is the ratio of character-

D istic times for the oscillations to that for the droplet heating (rp/rdh). For unstable high-frequency

cases, rp/rdh 0.15. This is in agreement with the Tong and Sirignano (1989) calculation.I
Figure B-6 shows the domain as determined by the droplet radii and the overall equivalence

I ratio. The domain for unstable operation becomes larger at higher equivalence ratios, as the over-

I tones get excited. The situation is further complicated by the interaction of the injection frequency.

For a fixed rate of injected fuel, the combustion process passes from stable to unstable at lower

I droplet radii, and again becomes stable at higher droplet radius. Figure B-7 shows the stability

I limits as a function of the combustor length and the overall equivalence ratio. For a given droplet

U radius, the combustion passes from stable to unstable region on increasing the equivalence ratio.

Figure B-8 isolates the low frequency oscillations from the high frequency ones. The figure shows

I that the low frequency oscillations are important only in the cases of higher droplet radii. Also

I shown in the figure is the ratio of characteristic times for residence, taken as Tf = 2 L/ug,inet , to the

droplet heating time. It is inferred that, to excite the low frequency modes, the characteristic time

I for the liquid droplet heating must correspond to the residence time, or rf/Tdh 1.0.

I A few major achievements for this part of the program are summarized below:

I
1. A one-dimensional model of ramjet combustion instability has been successfully developed.

I
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U
2. Vaporization is found to be rate controlling. The combustion process can occur in either a

stable or unstable mode. In the unstable mode, limit cycle behavior of pressure, temperature,

3 velocity and gas-phase mass flow rate occurs. The magnitude of these limit cycle oscillations

3 is determined by the combustor geometry, spray characteristics and the overall equivalence

ratio.U
3. Low frequency or entropy oscillations result when the characteristic time for droplet heating

3 is close to that for the gas residence. High frequency oscillations result when the ratio of

3 characteristic time for period of oscillation to droplet heating is close to 0.15.

4. The frequency of free oscillations is very close to the acoustic frequency of the combustor, at

lower equivalence ratios. At higher equivalence ratios, overtones are present.

5. The droplet size, for the same equivalence ratio and combustor length, has a profound effect

3 on the combustor stability. A range of droplet radii for which the combustion is unstable is

5 observed. Below and above this range of droplet size no limit cycle behavior is present.

6. Increasing equivalence ratio enlarges the domain of unstable operation. All droplet radii and

combustor length cases, in the range of the calculations, are unstable for the equivalence ratio

* of 0.7.

I
I
I
I
I
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3 Table B-1 Frequency comparison for OER = 0.3

r, r.f.a frequency Frequency corresponding r/rdh

(pm) (Hz) for lengths (cm) to Droplet Heating Time for lengths (cm)
50 100 150 (Hz) 50 100 150

15 820 - - 1350 1.69 - -

25 795 405 270 490 0.64 1.25 1.92
50 750 380 255 120 0.16 0.31 0.48
75 755 355 240 55 0.08 015 0.26
100 755 350 235 30 0.04 0.09 0.14

I a Resonant

fundamental

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
U
I
I
I
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I
C. Planar Configurations of Dump Combustors[

In this section, the effects of acoustic oscillations on the fuel droplet vaporization and on the

I combustion process in a dump combustor configuration are studied. The flow field is approximated

I by a two-dimensional planar geometry and is described by the k-c turbulence model. The equations

I are solved implicitly in an Eulerian frame using a Teach-based algorithm. The droplet vaporization

rate is prescribed by the Effective Conductivity model (Abramzon and Sirignano, 1989) based on the

3 second order accurate Improved Euler method in a Lagrangian frame of reference (Sirignano, 1986,

U Abramzon and Sirignano, 1987). The liquid-phase source terms are distributed over the surrounding

Eulerian mesh using a second-order-accurate interpolation scheme (Aggarwal et. al., 1983). The

I short nozzle condition is imposed at the combustor exit. Oscillations with a range of frequencies

I are superimposed on the inlet velocity and, thereby, different modes of acoustic oscillations are

simulated. The interaction between the flow field and the acoustic oscillations are presented for the

I various modes of oscillations. Initial droplet size, inlet equivalence ratio, and the chamber length

E are important parameters. Some of the details of this work can be found in a paper presented at

an AIAA conference (Molavi and Sirignano, 1988). The derivations of the governing equations and

the details of the boundary conditions are presented in the doctoral dissertation of Molavi (1990).

I Other details are also presented in recent publications (Molavi and Sirignano, 1990a,b).

3 The general form of the gas-phase equations is given as

0(po) 1 8(rpu¢) 1 a(rpv¢)I a r ax r ay
I [!( rF ) + 1( r )] + S (C.1)3r a~x ax Oya4y

The reaction rate is give by,

I R' = mi I ,Yz'BY)e-R"'

I A, E, a,/ ,and CR are constants. The parameters of the individual equations are presented in

I 15



I
Table C.1. For the planar geometry, r=1 in equation (C.1) and in Table C.1. For the axisymmetric

I case, r=y. Figure C.1 presents the configuration to be studied. The corresponding boundary

I conditions to these equations are presented in Table C.2. The short nozzle boundary condition of

Crocco and Sirignano (1966) is employed. The nozzle entrance Mach number was taken to be 0.1.

The reaction rate is based on the minimum of the Arrhenius kinetics and the Eddy Breakup model.

U The parameters of these models are taken from the work by Westbrook and Dryer (1984). The

I properties of the n-decane (fuel) are recorded in the literature (Abramzon and Sirignano, 1987).

The results are presented for the planar dump combustor configuration. Here, the staggered

numerical grid is chosen to have 20 nodes in the axial and 10 nodes in the radial direction. Results

U for other grid sizes are also presented where the number of nodes are doubled in both directions.

I The conversion rate is determined by the controlling effects of the chemical kinetics modeled by the

Arrhenius rate, or by the turbulent mixing effects from the Eddy Breakup model. Two injection

I patterns are studied: droplets are injected uniformly over the inlet or equally distanced over half of

I the inlet, but closer to the dump step. A parametric study is performed for the effects of the inlet

equivalence ratio, initial drop sizes, and combustor length on the acoustic properties of the system.

The geometry of Figure C.1 describes planar configurations. Figure C.1 presents also the

stream function contours for the nonreacting planar case. The velocity vector is locally tangential to

I the streamlines, and is shown to be horizontal in this figure. Results are presented where continuous

I forced oscillation with sinusoidal shape are imposed over the inlet velocity. The frequency of the

oscillations is equal to the fundamental mode of the chamber acoustics, while the amplitude is set

E at eight percent of the local speed of sound. The form of this velocity is as follows:

3Uinle t = Uinlet,mean + 0.08asin(2rvo8 ,t)

I The combustor length is one meter unless otherwise noted.

3 16



I
The simulation of the combusting flow consists of the injection of the droplets at the inlet

after the steady-state situation in Figure C.1 is established. Monodisperse droplets are injected as

five streams in the axial direction from points in the range of three to five centimeters away from

the plane of symmetry. Here, the length of the combustor is five times its height, or one meter. The

height of each dump step is a quarter of the combustor's height. With this injection pattern, the

U fuel is kept close to the recirculation zone. Figure C.1 together with Figure C.7 show the injection

I* location of each characteristic. After the initial injection of the droplets, calculations are performed

over a time interval equal to three residence times of the combustor without the superposition of

I any forced oscillations. The initial injection of the liquid fuel causes an initial rise in the fuel vapor.

I However, the time lag from the reaction rate causes a delay in the rise of the pressure and the

energy field, after which a steady-state condition is achieved. Figure C.2 shows the steady-state

results for monodisperse fuel droplets of 25 microns in initial radius, with the equivalence ratio of

I 1.0. Calculations indicate that, in the cases of the varying equivalence ratios with the drop radius

U of 25 microns, the combustion efficiency is 23.8 percent for the equivalence ratio of 1.0 and 36.9

percent for the equivalence ratio of 0.5. When the equivalence ratio is fixed at 1.0, the efficiency

I is 23.9 percent for the case with initial drop radius of 15 microns in radius and 23.5 percent for

I the radius of 50 microns. The adiabatic flame temperature is about 2850K for these cases. As

the efficiency increases, the highest temperatures achieved approach this value. As the size of the

I droplets decrease, the effect of cooling from the vaporization becomes more pronounced downstream

I of the recirculation zone. The temperature in the major hot zone, downstream of the recirculation

i zone, decreases as more fuel vapor is added (i.e., increasing the equivalence ratio or decreasing the

initial drop size). The peak temperature in the zone downstream of the inlet increases in these

I circumstances as the mixture approaches the sttichiometric condition.

1
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To simulate the primary longitudinal mode of the acoustic oscillations, calculations are con-

tinued for a duration equal to one residence time of the combustor. Previous cases are repeated,

U with the inclusion of these oscillations, as shown in Figures C.3 and C.4. In Figure C.3, a compar-

I ison is made between the cases corresponding to the inlet equivalence ratios of 0.5 and 1.0 for the

fuel droplets of 25 microns in radius. Figure C.4 shows the comparison for cases corresponding to

I varying droplet sizes and the equivalence ratio of 1.0. Droplets of 15, 25, and 50 microns in radius

U are considered for this test case. As shown, the overall rate of the combustion is increased near the

peak pressure overshoot with decreasing size of the fuel droplets.U
Figure C.5 shows the axial pressure, together with the velocity perturbation from the mean

I value, during the second free oscillation (third cycle) as a function of position along the cham-

E ber centerline. The location of the pressure node and the velocity antinode are clearly shown,

I demonstrating the acoustical nature of the oscillations.

Figure C.6a shows the spatial profile of the normalized overall conversion rate during the

steady-state operation for the inlet equivalence ratio of 1.0, drop radius of 25 microns, and the

U combustor length of one meter. In Figure C.6b, a similar profile is shown where the conversion

I rate is controlled by Eddy Breakup rate. Clearly, the mixing is rate controlling in the recirculation

zone where most of the reaction takes place, and over most of the combustor. On the other hand,

I chemical kinetics prevails at the inlet of the combustor where a large accumulation of the fuel vapor

I and oxidizer is present.

I The behavior of the different liquid streams that are injected simultaneously during the steady-

state calculations are shown in Figure C.7. The path of each stream is shown in Figure C.7a. The

I droplets which are injected closer to the dump face are deflected more than droplets injected closer

I to the centerline. However, the droplets paths are different from the streamlines of the flow, and the
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I
droplets maintain a finite Reynolds number in the absence of the gas-phase oscillations. The size

I history of the sample droplets are presented in Figure C.7b. The lifetime of the droplets tend to

I vary. Here, those droplets which are injected closer to the recirculation zone, where higher mixing

I occurs, vaporize sooner than others. It is shown that the D2 law is not accurate especially during

the initial lifetime of the droplets which is characterized by a low rate of vaporization and a high

I rate of heating. Two distinct characteristic times are observed from the droplet temperature results.

I A steep rise in the droplet temperature occurs during its early times when most of the mass of the

droplet is vaporized, and a slow rise in temperature follows during most of its remaining lifetime.

I Thirty percent of the mass of the droplets is vaporized during the steep-rise period. Therefore, a

I model which can predict the transient of the drop vaporization is needed for the correct modeling of

I this behavior. The droplet Reynolds numbers generally decrease and the magnitude of the droplet

velocity vectors generally increase at first and later decrease during the droplet lifetimes.

I Figure C.8 shows that the smaller droplets, corresponding to more fuel vapor, resuit in a

I greater amplitude of the oscillations. Much of the combustion occurs in the recirculation zone.

I Therefore, in the region near the inlet of the combustor, and also near the pressure anti-node, more

energy is put into the oscillations from the smaller droplets than from the larger ones. For this

I reason, the amplitude of the pressure oscillations is larger for the smaller droplets.

I The mesh size of 20 by 10 nodes was used for the results presented thus far. To see the effect

I of numerical diffusion, a finer mesh is chosen where 40 nodes in the axial direction and 20 nodes

in the radial direction are tried. Figures C.9a, b, and c show the temperature, oxidizer, and fuel

I mass fraction contours for this case. Droplets are injected across one-half of the inlet closer to

I the dump step. The efficiency is 34 percent. To see the effect of injection pattern, another case is

I tried where fuel is injected uniformly over the inlet. Figures C.10a, b, and c show the temperature,
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I oxidizer mass fraction, and fuel mass fraction contours for this case. The hot zone downstream

of the recirculation zone registers higher temperatures compared to the coarse-mesh case, partly

I due to the resolution of the recirculation zone by the finer mesh. Therefore, numerical diffusion

I has an effect similar to cooling down the flow. Another potential numerical effect is the reduction

of the source term in the concentration gradient fluctuations equation due to the grid coarseness.

I When mixing is rate-controlling, this reduces the predicted conversion rate. The efficiency of the

E combustion is therefore underpredicted by the coarse mesh calculations. While 24 percent of the

fuel was burned with the coarse mesh, 33 percent of the fuel is consumed over the one meter of the

combustor length. The oscillations have larger amplitudes for the finer-mesh calculations. As shown

I in Figure C.10, the hot zone downstream of the combustor inlet also becomes more pronounced in

this case. As the hot temperature zones form inside the combustor, the production of turbulence

increases due to the stress between these and the surrounding colder regions. However, the effect

I of this mechanism is relatively insignificant over the short length of practical engines.

3 To study the effect of the nonhomogeneous distribution of fuel on the combustion efficiency, a

I case has been tried where only three drop streams, uniformly distributed over the inlet, are injected

into the solution domain. Figure C.11 presents the temperature contours for this case. As the results

I clearly show, the hot zone downstream of the inlet has acquired higher temperature and the hot

E zone downstream of the recirculation zone has moved upstream. Although lower temperatures are

I registered in the hot zone downstream of the recirculation zone, the overall combustion efficiency is

increased by four percent. Now 37 percent of the fuel is burned over the one meter of the combustor

I length.

3 A comparison is made with an axisymmetric dump combustor calculation. It is found, in

I the axisymmetric case, that, as the temperature increases, the mean pressure of the combustor
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calculated from the nozzle equations increases. Since the mass flow rate is fixed, the conservation

I of mass requires that the inlet velocity decrease. It is known (Back and Roschke, 1972) that the

I reattachment zone at the wall downstream of the recirculation zone is a function of many parameters

including the height of the step and inlet velocity. The production term in the governing equation

for the turbulent kinetic energy is a function of the velocity gradients. As these gradients become

I larger, better turbulent mixing is achieved. The fuel entrained in the region downstream of the

I recirculation zone is completely consumed, while some oxidizer is still left in this region. However,

the region in the vicinity of the shear layer, starting at the tip of the dump step, is rich in both

I the fuel and oxidizer. The largest efficiency was predicted for cases with nonuniform injection of

I the fuel where only 3 drop streams were considered. The resulting large gradients of the fuel mass

fractions caused large production terms for the concentration fluctuations which, in turn, increased

I the conversion rate based on the Eddy Breakup model. The effect of the ratio of numerical mesh

I size (in the transverse direction) to spacing between droplet streams is seen to be a very important

I numerical parameter. For larger values, the mixing rate is underpredicted. Therefore, it is expected

that present results generally overpredict the importance of eddy mixing as a rate-controlling factor

I and thereby underpredict the relative rate-controlling importance of vaporization. The transverse

I heat and mass diffusion coefficients did not seem to have major effects on the efficiency. The

wall cooling in efficient engines is a practical problem. The particular geometry of the cylindrical

I combustors deserves special attention since, in the case of uniform velocity over the cross section of

I the combustor, the mass flow rate per unit area increases in proportion to the radius, while in the

I case of the planar combustors the mass flow rate per unit area is constant with the distance from

the centerline. The efficiency of this axisymmetric case is 60 percent; about 30 percent better than

I the planar case.

2
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From the preceding results, several conclusions can be made regarding the type of flow in the

dump combustors. Variations in the initial size of the fuel droplets have pronounced effects over

I the combustion process and over the whole flow field. Smaller droplets cause an enhancement in

I the rate of the combustion during the initial transients, when compared to the larger droplets. The

increased fuel vapor concentration due to the smaller droplets results in lower peak temperatures,

i* however. An increase in the equivalence ratio has an effect similar to the decrease in the initial

I droplet size since it results in more fuel vapor.

Droplet heating and vaporization has been shown to be highly transient. The droplets heat

up and slow down relative to the gas significantly during the early part of the droplet lifetime.The

I vaporization rate is faster than the conversion rate or mixing rate; droplet vaporization is completed

I over a fraction of the combustor length. The vaporization and, therefore, the droplet heating time,

are not rate controlling in these cases.The present results consider the low efficiency cases. Accurate

modeling of the droplet trajectory and vaporization rate is required to predict the local fuel vapor

i concentration.

When acoustical oscillations are excited, they tend to damp. Damping is more pronounced

I in the case of the incomplete combustion over shorter combustor lengths. Oscillations are more

pronounced with the finer mesh. While the longer combustor lengths increase the efficiency, smaller

i drop sizes result in less damping. Larger equivalence ratio results in larger amplitude of oscillations,

I while concentrating the fuel-injection location near the dump step results in a few percent increase

in efficiency.

2
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Table Cl: Source Terms for the Gas Phase Equations

Gas Source Terms Liquid Source Ternis
Equation 0 F S9 S, x (cell volume)

Continuity 1 0 0 EM "
Axial

Momentum u leI -o " '(f') E(Mfui - 'd-)

I 'Transverse

Momentum v Uefy - + * (r, 0P ) Z(Mi - Mf1 )
r .0 -1 -v ) - r -

12,

Oxidizer Mass
Fraction Yo re,! -sWoR' 0

Fuel Mass
Fraction YF rff -WFR' 2A' 1
Energy h ref WFQR' + pTc EM(h, - Leji)

I + ~(rro )

Turbulent
Kinetic Energy k ref f G- CDp 0

Dissipation
(2

Energy e Ffl CfG- C 2pT  0

* Concentration
Gradient g r,! 1  C9, p 1 f [(2) 2 + (')2] 0

____________ ~-c ~pgL _______

Ieff = P + /t , Ps = Cp- rff,= +

= 2p [(&u) 2 + (-)2 + (1,)2] + r ( + &v2- ,(18) + &u&Z by r b y &Z 3 tr by o

mCD C, C2 C A C9, C92
1.0 1.44 1.92 0.09 2.8 2.0
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H Table C2: Boundary Conditions for the Gas Phase Equations

Top Boundary Bottom Boundary Left Boundary Right BoundaryI (Duct Wall) (Plane of Symmetry) Inlet Duct Face (Outlet)
u Law of the 9-u= 0 0 M= 0.1

I Wall =

v 0 0 Law of 0
the Wall

BY =0 BY -0 0.233 ~ 0 BY"-Y O a- ' ' O8- 0 .2 3 3 e Y = Z x O r

h Wall Function - 0 Wall -= 0

Function
Wall Function =0 ki, Wall =0

Function

Wall Function =0 fin Wall =0

Function=0~A == 0 P-=OA-=
P" =r 0

kn= 0.03(ui) 2 , ,, = 0.005, = 900K

I
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I
I
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I
i D. Axisymmetric Configurations of Dump Combustors

The geometry, governing equations, and boundary conditions of the problem has been de-

sciibed in Part(C) of this report. The short nozzle assumption is employed at the exit of the

i combustor, while air at 900K is used as the inlet gas. The walls of the combustor are impermeable

:i and non-slipping. The temperature of the dump wall is set at 900K, while the other walls are

isothermal at 800K. The two primary zones downstream of the inlet and the recirculation zone,

i created by the existence of the dump step, add to the complexity of the problem. Other studies.,

I either numerical or analytical, tre,,t the one-dimensional case where only longitudinal acoustical

waves are studied.I
Quasi-One-Dimensional Results

A quasi-one-dimensional configuration and an axisynmetric configuration are compared.

i First, the quasi-one-dimensional case is considered wherein the dump step is removed. An ax-

I isymmetric calculation is performed. Here, one of the main sources of the production of turbulence,

I namely the recirculation zone, is eliminated. The effects of the diffusion terms in the momentum

equations on the acoustic damping, as well as overall system behavior, are studied. The effects of

i the energy release of the combustion on the lifetime of the turbulent eddies and the momentum and

i continuity equations are also reported. The velocity is uniform over the combustor inlet area. The

inlet equivalence ratio is 1.0 and the initial drop radius is 50 microns. The quasi-one-dimensional

i cases consider only the Arrhenius kinetics and the drops are injected uniformly at an equivalence

i ratio of 1.0 over the inlet for all cases. Axial velocity is plotted with time at nine centimeters down-

stream of the inlet in Figure D.1. Here, the combustor length is one meter, and droplets are injected

uniformly at the inlet. The primary mode of the acoustics, having a wavelength twice the combus-

i tor length, is calculated to have a frequency of 300 hertz for this case. The injection frequency of
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I
the droplets, however, is 1200 hertz. The frequency of the oscillations shown in this figure is also

1200 hertz. A forced oscillation is superimposed over the flow, when it reaches the steady-state

Ucondition, and causes an increase in the amplitude of the oscillations in the case of Figure D.1, but

I it causes an amplitude decrease at some other locations. To resolve the effect of the energy release

on the oscillations, cases have been tried where droplets are allowed to vaporize, but no reaction

U takes place. Two inlet temperatures of 900 and 2000K have been tried. The pressure decreases due

I to the cooling of the flowfield caused by the vaporization of the droplets. The magnitude of the

oscillations due to the injection of the droplets is in the noise level and insignificant in the absence

I of the energy release from the combustion. The decrease in pressure is more pronounced in the

I case with the larger temperature. Here, a higher inlet temperature causes the droplets to vaporize

I faster.

Generally, the numerical accuracy and resolution of the particular numerical method used in

solving the governing equations is of importance. The effects of physical and numerical diffusion

I on the results are studied next. The diffusion terms in the axial momentum equation are examined

I in these cases. The effective viscosity in this momentum equation is arbitrarily increased and

decreased by a factor of 100 in two test cases. The diffusion terms are found to have little effect

I on the longitudinal oscillations and the convective terms prevail. It is also important to distinguish

I between the effect of the above physical diffusion terms as opposed to the numerical diffusion that

results from the error in the resolution of the convective terms. The above results were obtained

I for grid sizes of 40 axial nodes by 10 radial nodes. Other studies (Molavi and Sirignano, 1990) are

I performed to compare the effect of coarse mesh on the calculations. It is shown that the acoustic

I damping is less for the finer mesh.
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A parametric study is performed with 100 nodes in the axial direction by 10 nodes in the

I radial direction. In this study, the initial radius of the droplets as well as the gas inlet temperature

H are varied. The inlet equivalence ratio is kept at 1.0, while the initial temperature of the droplets

is 300K. The quasi one-dimensional cylindrical configuration is repeated here. The droplets are

I injected uniformly over the inlet at a frequency of 4800Hz, and only the Arrhenius kinetics are

I considered in modeling the reaction rate. The results of an analysis of the frequency spectrum are

I summarized in Table D.1. This parametric study includes the inlet temperature of 1000K with

the initial drop radius of 50, 75, and 100 microns, inlet temperature of 900K with drop radius of

I 25, 50, 75, and 100 microns, and inlet temperature of 800K with the drop radius of 50 microns.

I The results for the inlet temperature of 900K with the drop radius of 50 microns are presented

in Figures D.2 and D.3. In Figure D.2, the centerline velocity is presented in the middle of the

I combustor. The results of the fourier analysis of the velocity in terms of its frequency spectra is

I shown in Figure D.3. Axial velocity and pressure for the quasi-one-dimensional cases with the

combustor length of one meter are shown in Figures D.4 and D.5 for the initial drop radius of 75

H microns. The velocities are shown at the centerline and in the middle of the combustor (velocity

I antinode) while pressure is taken near the inlet (pressure antinode). In Table D.1, the magnitude

H and location of the maximum amplitude of the oscillation frequencies for each case are presented. In

each entry box, the top number designates the maximum amplitude in units of meters per second,

H while the lower entry shows the location where that maximum occurred in terms of a fraction of the

H length oi the cornbustor, measured from the inlet. The largest frequency in the table is the injection

frequency. The asterisks represent the absence of certain frequencies for the specified condition.H
The primary modes of the acoustics based on the combustor length of 0.5 meter and inlet

H temperatures of 800K, 900K, and 1000K are calculated to be 570, 600, and 630 hertz, respectively.

H
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In these estimates, a uniform speed of sound based on the inlet temperature is assumed. However,

I as the combustion occurs at some distance from the inlet, the increase in the gas temperature

U results in an increase in the average speed of sound. The temperature in the hot zone downstream

of the reaction zone can reach as high as 3000K. The size of this hot zone depends on the droplet

vaporization rate, which in turn depends on the local gas-phase temperature, the drop size, and

I the type of fuel. Since the drops are injected uniformly over the inlet, the temperature field in

I this hot zone is mainly uniform except near the combustor walls where the isothermal condition is

established. The primary mode of the acoustics based on the hot zone temperature of 3000K and

I the combustor length of 0.5 meter is calculated to be 1100Hz. However, two distinct temperature

I zones are distinguished. The colder zone is at the inlet temperature, while the hot zone is at the

maximum temperature of the combustion products. If some spatial averaging is used to calculate

I t 1  average speed of sound over the combustor length, an intermediate frequency of about 830Hz

I for the primary mode of the acoustics can be calculated corresponding to the combustor length of

0.5 meter. Results in Table D.1 indicate such a frequency for most of the trial cases. Also, for the

inlet temperature of 900K, the largest amplitude for the velocity oscillations occurs for the initial

I drop size of 50 microns. The location where the maximum amplitude for this frequency occurs is

I also in the middle of the combustor, the velocity anti-node for the primary acoustic mode of the

combustor.I
The low frequency of 110Hz is indicated for the cases with the inlet temperature of 900K.

I Here, entropy waves travel downstream at the convective velocity of the gas, and acoustic waves

I reflect back upstream from the exit nozzle toward the inlet of the combustor at the speed of sound,

perturbing the coupling between the liquid and gas phases and causing new entropy waves to travel

downstream. These entropy waves are shown clearly in Figure D.2. At frequencies of 1000Hz and

I
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higher, the amplitudes of the oscillations are generally greater for the smaller drops. It is shown

that, at the injection frequency, the smaller drops have the largest amplitude of the oscillations. At

I this frequency, as the initial size of the droplets decreases, the location of the maximum amplitude

I of the frequencies moves closer to the inlet, since the smaller droplets vaporize at a faster rate. Since

some of the higher frequencies can be the subharmonics of the injection frequency and, thus, have a

I numerical origin, a case is tried with a different injection frequency. Both the two rightmost columns

I in Table D.1 represent the cases with the initial drop radius of 50 microns and inlet temperature of

800K. The injection frequency of the column to the right is 3000Hz, while the injection frequency

for its adjacent column is 4800Hz. Although differences appear between the observed frequencies

I for these two different injection frequencies, many frequencies are common between these two cases.

Table D.2 presents the results of another parametric study. The gas inlet temperature is set

E at 900K, while the combustor lengths of 0.5 and 1.0 meter are studied with the initial drop radius

of 25, 50, 75, and 100 microns. The fundamental acoustic mode for the combustor length of 0.5

I meter is 830Hz, while the frequency of 500Hz is the fundamental acoustic mode for the combustor

I length of 1.0 meter. It is shown that the amplitude of oscillations is maximum for the drop size

of 50 microns for the shorter length. The maximum oscillations for the greater length, however,

I occurs at a drop size of 75 microns. Therefore, some sensitivity to the droplet sizes is apparent

I with respect to the varying length of the combustor. The amplitude of oscillations is very small for

I the combustor length of 1.0 meter and the drop size of 100 microns. This value, therefore, does not

appear in the table. The existence of the entropy waves (110Hz, 140 Hz) are more apparent for the

I shorter combustor lengths. The amplitude of the oscillations are also larger for the shorter lengths.

Vaporization becomes a controlling factor as the initial size of the droplets increase. Smaller

I droplets vaporize near the inlet. However, larger droplets may traverse a large fraction of the
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combustor length before they vaporize completely. The combustion zone varies with varying initial

size of the droplets. This effect profoundly influences the behavior of the overall flow field. The

I acoustic behavior of the system can also change depending on the location of the energy release

I from the combustion relative to the pressure nodes of the acoustic modes of the chamber.

A one-dimensional computational study on the combustion instability in the ramjets has been

reported in Section B (also see Bhatia and Sirignano, 1990). Although the lateral mixing can not

I be studied in such a one-dimensional configuration, second-order accuracy is achieved by central

I differencing of the governing equations. Therefore, damping is less for those results. Here, the

instability is shown to be more at the drop radius of 50 to 75 microns for different combustor

I lengths and equivalence ratios, which compares favorably with the present results. Also, longer

I combustors show a tendency to become more unstable at bigger initial drop radius. This is also

I confirmed in the present quasi-one-dimensional results. The range of the observed frequencies for

the shorter combustors is wider than for the larger combustors.

Results for Axisymmetric Dump Combustor

To obtain a qualitative comparison between the quasi-one-dimensional and the two-dimensional

I situations, a parametric study is performed with variations in the combustor length and the initial

I drop size. There is a dump step in the two-dimensional, axisymmetric configurations. The uniform

grid consists of 100 nodes in the axial direction and 20 nodes in the radial direction. The inlet gas

I temperature is fixed at 900K, and the height of the dump step is half of the radius of the combustor.

I The combustor diameter is 20 centimeters, and the droplets are injected uniformly at the inlet. To

study the effect of the energy release and efficiency on the combustion instability, two distinct cases

are considered. Table D.3 presents the results for cases where only chemical kinetics are considered

H and the eddy breakup model is not considered, while Table D.4 presents the considerations of both
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I the turbulent mixing and the chemical kinetics. Efficiencies are higher for cases in Table D.3, than

for the cases in Table D.4. Details about efficiencies are presented in Table D.5. The injection

I frequency for all these cases is 4800Hz. Vaporization is shown to be controlling for the results

I presented in Table D.5. As the initial size of the droplets increase, longer distances are traversed

during the lifetime of the droplets. Since the vaporization of the largest droplets occurs over longer

I distances, the efficiency deceases. Changes in efficiency affect the acoustical behavior of the system.

I It is shown that as the efficiency increases, new frequencies appear in the frequency spectrum of like

drop sizes and combustor lengths. Generally, an increase in the amplitude of the oscillations is also

apparent as frequency increases. The fundamental mode of the acoustics without the eddy breakup

U model is 220Hz for the combustor length of 2.0 meters, and 410Hz for the 1.0 meter long combus-

I tors. The amplitude of the oscillations peaks at drop size of 75 microns for the longer length, while

the same trend is obvious for the shorter combustor lengths. The magnitude of the oscillations,

I however, is markedly higher for the longer combustors which, as shown by Table D.5, have higher

I efficiencies.

3 Because of the lower efficiency, colder temperature fields exist in the cases of Table D.4. As

a result, the average speed of sound is also lower for these cases. The fundamental acoustic mode

I for the cases in Table D.4 is 220 Hz for the combustor length of 2.0 meters and 350Hz for the 1.0

I meter long combustors. As presented in this table, the maximum amplitudes occur at the drop size

of 50 microns for the longer combustor, and at the 75 micron droplets for the shorter lengths. The

presence of the entropy waves is not apparent, since the amplitude of oscillations is very small for

I these low efficiency cases.

Some of the unstable cases in Tables D.2 through D.4 are presented in Figures D.4 through

I D.11. Figures D.6 through D.11 correspond to the axisymmetric cases with the dump step included
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in the geometry. The combustor length is two meters and only the chemical kinetics are considered

I in the conversion rates. Figure D.6 presents the axial velocity for the initial drop radius of 100

I microns, Figures D.7 and D.8 present the axial velocity and the pressure for the initial drop radius

I of 75 microns, and FiguresD.9 shows the axial velocity for the initial drop radius of 50 microns. Axial

velocity and pressure for cases with the consideration of both the chemical kinetics and eddy mixing

I and with the initial drop radius of 75 microns are shown in Figures D.10 and D.11, respectively.

I To study the effects of the geometry and the drop sizes on the combustion efficiency, The

I efficiency of cases presented in Tables D.1 through D.4 are tabulated in Table D.5. Results are

presented for the quasi-one-dimensional cases with different inlet temperatures and drop sizes,

I and the combustor length of 50 centimeters. Other results pertain to the axisymmetric cases

I where the effects of the dump step are included in the models. The effects of chemical kinetics

alone, and the turbulent mixing along with the Arrhenius kinetics on the combustion are compared

for the inlet temperature of 900K and different drop sizes and combustor lengths. All the fuel

I dropletb are vaporized and consumed over the combustor length for the quasi-one-dimensional

* cases. The distance that the droplets traverse over their lifetime varies slightly according to the

inlet temperature. Lower efficiencies, however, are predicted for the two-dimensional cases. Higher

I temperatures are achieved downstream of the inlet where most of the vaporization occur for cases

U where only the chemical kinetics are considered in the conversion rates. Only the largest droplets

of 100 microns in initial radius need a longer distance (1.1 meters) to vaporize completely for these

cases. The efficiency is higher for the smaller droplets. This is due to the short life of these droplets

I which vaporize closer to the inlet and, in the gas phase, follow the streamlines of the flow field. The

I path of the fuel droplets in the liquid phase tend to be different from the gas streamlines, since the

droplets maintain a Reynolds number greater than zero over most of their life. The lowest efficiency

I
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is predicted for cases with the consideration of the eddy mixing model. The primary combustion

zone is downstream of the reci:culation zone. However, droplets vaporize mainly in the colder zone

I downstream of the inlet. Both the vaporization and mixing are important in these cases. Since

I the rate of the drop vaporization is lower for these cases, droplets larger than 50 microns in their

initial radius need a distance longer than 1.0 meter to vaporize completely. The 100 micron droplets

I vaporize over a distance of more than 2.0 meters.

The conclusions for this group of results can be summarized as follows.

I The efficiencies and the amplitudes of oscillation are higher for the finer mesh. The efficiencies

D are less when the dump step is added. Here, only the chemical kinetics are included in modeling

the conversion rates for the case without a step. The Eddy mixing model is considered only in

geometries with the dump step, where mixing effects are important. With no mixing delays in the

U quasi-one-dimensional cases, the Arrhenius kinetics predicts higher rates of conversion.

3 In the quasi-one-dimensional cases, the shorter combustors demonstrated a larger variety

I of low-amplitude, high-frequency oscillations. In the two-dimensional cases, many of the higher

frequencies dissipated quickly near the combustor inlet for the smaller droplets. The lower frequency

I oscillations in the longer combustors, however, had larger amplitudes. The injection frequency

I is more important in the quasi-one-dimensional cases. These frequencies excite several of their

subharmonics in the shorter combustors where the fundamental modes are higher. These frequencies

I dissipated with distance from the inlet in the two-dimensional cases. The larger droplet case

I required longer distances for dissipation. Only the frequencies corresponding to the entropy waves

H and to the fundamental modes are observed inside the combustor for the two-dimensional cases.

I
I
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Although the Eddy breakup model may underpredict the conversion rates and efficiencies,

and more accurate model-constants are required for the particular geometries under study, the

I qualitative features of the flowfield are predicted by this model. Consideration of only the chemical

I kinetics causes unrealistic prediction of high temperatures downstream of the inlet for the two-

dimensional cases.I
The physical diffusion, both axial and lateral, has little effect in these high Reynolds number

i flows.

I Vaporization is shown to be controlling, especially for the larger droplets. Tabulated results

I indicate that the distance that the droplets traverse to vaporize completely varies with the initial

size of droplets. The life-time of the larger droplets can be of the same order of magnitude as

i the residence time of the c1- .," er. Smaller droplets vaporize near the inlet. However, larger

I droplets may traverse a large fraction of the combustor length before they vaporize completely. The

I combustion zone varies with varying initial size of the droplets. This effect profoundly influences the

behavior of the overall flow field. The acoustic behavior of the system can also change depending on

I the location of the energy release from the combustion relative to the pressure nodes of the acoustic

U modes of the chamber.

3
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Table D.1: Magnitude and Location of the Maximum Amplitude of the Oscillations
Quasi-One-Dimensional Chamber, Length=0.5 meter, Equiv. Ratio=1.0

Inlet
Temperature, K 1000 900 800

Droplet
Radius, u 50 75 100 25 50 75 100 50 50

Frequency,Hz
80 444 * 0.1 * *4 *4 *4* *4* 444

*** *** 0.8L * *4* *4* * * *4 *4*

110 * * * 0.4 0.25 0.27 0.13 1 ***
*** ** *** 0.4L 0.3L 0.4L 0.3L *** **

400 ** *** 4** *** *** *4* *** 0.45 0.6
*** *** ** *** *** ** * 0.1L 0.3L

500 ** *** 4** 444 ** *4* * 1.0 *
*44 444 ** 444 *4* *44 444 0.3L 

650 0.8 0.7 0.4 * * *** *** ** *4*
0.3L 0.3L 0.3L ** 444 ** 444 *4* **

700 *4 *** 44* ** *** *4* * 0.4 0.5
*** *4* *** *** *** *** 4** 0.3L 0.3L

830 1.0 0.7 0.24 1.0 1.5 0.6 * 0.5 *

0.5L 0.4L 0.5L 0.3L 0.SL 0.5L 0.5L *
890 *4* *4* 4** 44* *44 44* * 0.5 *

*** *** *** *** *4* *** *** 0.3L **

950 *4* *4* *** *4* *4* *4* *4 **
4*4 *4 *44 *4* *4 *4* *4 *4* 0.5L

1000 0.6 0.25 0.3 1.5 0.9 * * *** *4
_________0.5L 0.4L 0.8L 0.5L 0.6L * * *44 444 4**

1150 *** *4* *4 ** ** *4 * 0.4 0.35
*** *** 444 ** 444 *4* *** 0.SL 0.6L

1400 *** ** ** *44 * * * * 0.22

1500 0.5 0.4 0.25 ** ** ** ** ** **

0.7L 0.2L 0.8L *** * *4* *4* 44* *44

1650 *** *4 *4* ** *4 *4* * 1.4 0.55*** ** ** ** ** ** ** 0.11, 0.31,

1700 0.8 0.5 0.6 * * * * *4* *4
0.2L 0.2L 0.8L * * ** *4* *** *

2100 1.25 0.6 0.3 * *** * * 1.4 *
0.3L 0.5L 0.3L 444 4** * * 0.1L 

2190 ** ** *** *44 444 * * 0.9 1.1
444 ** *** * *** *** ** 0.IL 0.3L

2400 ** *** * 2.0 ** * 0.9 *4* *4I* 4 * ** 4 *4 0.1L ** ** 0.8L * **
2600 ** 4** 44* *4 444 *** * * 0.85

* ** * 4*4 4* ** *4 *4* 0.2L

2700 0.8 0.4 0.5 1.4 0.85 0
0.1L 0.IL * * 0.2L 0.2L 0.2L *** I

Inj. Freq. *s*** ** ** ** * * * 6.6

3000 *** *4 4** * * *4 *4* *4* 0.1L

3 1 0 0 1 .8 1 .1 1 .0 s o* * * * * 4
0 .1 L 0 .2 L 0 . 81 , s*o* * * * * *

Inj. Freq. 8.5 2.9 1.85 18.0 4.6 3.8 1.8 6.5 **S
4800 0.1L 0.-2L 0.3L .L O.L 0.2L 0.3L 0.1L ,
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Table D.2: Frequency Spectrum, Quasi-one-dimensional,
Combustor Inlet Temp. = 900K, Equiv. Ratio=1.0

Length,m 1 0.5
Droplet

Radius, p 25 50 75 100 25 50 75 100
Frequency,Hz

110 * * * * 0.4 0.25 0.27 0.3
** ** * ** .L 0.31, 0.L 0.31,

140 1.1 *** *** *** *** *** I ***

0.2L *** *** *** *** *** *** ***

410 *** 10.3 ** *** ***I *** *** *** 0.5L *** *** ***

500 1.8 16.0 25.0 * ** *** *** ***

0.6L 0.5L 0.5L *** *** *** ***

850 * 0.8 * * 1.0 1.5 0.6
* 0.2L , 0.3L 0.5L 0.5L 

1000 * 0.6 2.3 * 1.5 0.9 *
0.3L 0.3L 0.5L 0.6L

2400 ** 0.7 ** ** 2.0 ** ** 0.9
** .1L ** ** 0.1L1 ** ** 0.81,

2700 *** *** *** * * 0.5 1.4 *
*** *** *** ** * 0.2L 0.2L *

4800 13.0 1.2 2.3 1.4 18 4.6 3.8 1.8I 0.1L OL 0.1L 0.1L 0.1L 0.1L 0.2L 0.3L

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Table D.3: Frequency Spectrum, Dump Combustor,
Only Arrbenius Kinetics Used, Equiv. Ratio=1.0

Combustor
Length,m 2 1
Droplet

Radius, p 25 50 75 100 50 75 100
Frequency,Hz

220 29.0 22.0 26.5 22.0 * *

0.6L 0.5L 0.4L 0.5L ***_***_***
410 *** *** *** *** 1.6 4.7 3.0*** *** *** *** 0.5L 0.3L 0.6L

500 9.3 9.5 5.5 4.0
0.7L 0.7L 0.7L 0.2L *

700 4.0 3.0 2.5 2.8 * *
_____ 0.5L 0.5L 0.5L 0.2L * *

800 * * * * 1.9
*** *** *** *** * * 0.7L

900 *** *** *** * * 08 *

*** *** *** *** *** 0.7L ***

950 2.0 2.0 *** 2.0 * *

0.6L 0.6L * 0.4L *
2400 * *** *** * 3.7 4.5 1.7

*** *** *** * 0.2L 0.2L 0.2L
4800 5.0 15.0 12.7 4.0 18.0 20.0 4.5

__0.1L 0.1L 0.1L 0.2L 0.2L 0.2L 0.2L

I
I
I
I
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Table D.4: Frequency Spectrum, Dump Combustor,
Eddy Mixing and Arrhenius Kinetics Considered, Equiv. Ratio=1.0

Combustor
Length,m 2 1
Droplet

Radius, p 25 50 75 100 50 75 100
Frequency,Hz

220 3.9 7.5 2.1 0.6 1.3 1.0
0.6L 0.5L 0.3L 0.5L 0.2L 0.1L *

350 *** *** *** * * 0.6 0.2

*** *** * * * 0.6L 0.6L
500 1.4 0.3 T* 0.6 *** _***

** 0.8L 0.5L ** 0.3L ** **
4800 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 1.4 0.9 0.7

0.1L O .L 0.I L OI0.1L 0.1L 0.L O.IL

I
I
i
i
i
I
i
i
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Table D.5: Combustion Efficiency, Equiv. Ratio=l.0

Axisymmetric Inlet Combustor Drop Distance to Exiting Efficiency
Combustor Temp, K Length,M Radius,p VaporizeM Radius, _

1000 0.5 50 0.135 0 0.99
1000 0.5 75 0.25 0 0.99

Quasi- 1000 0.5 100 0.39 0 0.99
900 0.5 25 0,054 0 0.99

One- 900 0.5 50 0.14 0 0.99
900 0.5 75 0.25 0 0.99

Dimensional 900 0.5 100 0.39 0 0.99
i 800 0.5 50 0.14 0 0.99

900 1.0 50 0.37 0 0.73
2-D with 900 1.0 75 0.75 0 0.60

900 1.0 100 >1.0 47 0.58
Arrhenius 900 2.0 25 0.12 0 0.93

900 2.0 50 0.35 0 0.80
Kinetics 900 2.0 75 0.69 0 0.68

900 2.0 100 1.1 0 0.65

2-D with 900 1.0 50 >1.0 25 0.32
Eddy 900 1.0 75 >1.0 57 0.40

Breakup 900 1.0 100 >1.0 83 0.45
and 900 2.0 25 0.3 0 0.69

Arrhenius 900 2.0 50 0.92 0 0.64
Kinetics 900 2.0 75 1.27 0 0.57

900 2.0 100 >2.0 40 0.60

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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III. Major Conclusions

I The isolated droplets study and the one-dimensional spray combustor study jointly indicate

U that transient droplet vaporization is rate-controlling and provides a very plausible mechanism

for liquid-fueled combustion instability. Droplet heating times do correlate with the time periods

I of oscillations in unstable situations. These conclusions are generally supported by axisymmetric

I calculations in the special quasi-one-dimensional case where there is no dump step.

In the planar and axisymmetric cases where a dump step is present, mixing within a turbulent

I eddy and transport in the transverse direction tends to become significant factors in the control of

the conversion rate and in the driving mechanism for the instability. Vaporization is still one of

U the controlling factors. Initial droplet size also affects droplet trajectories and therefore the local

i mixtures ratio and conversion rate. Poor resolution of mixing details or (in other words) a large

ratio of transverse mesh size to droplet stream spacing tends to underpredict the mixing rate and

I thereby overpredict its importance in control of the conversion rate. The injection frequency is a

I numerical factor that can lead to some artificial oscillatory behavior.

In summary, there is very convincing evidence about the important role of transient droplet

heating and vaporization in liquid-fueled ramjet instability. As design changes lead to more rapid

I mixing, comparable with rocket motors or gas turbine combustors, vaporization should become

I more important compared to turbulent mixing as a rate-controlling factor. Increased computational

I resources in the future should lead to a decrease in the underprediction of mixing rates.

I
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I Fig. B-4(b) Pressure: For L = 50 cm, OER = 0.3, ri = 75pm
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Figure 0.2: Steady-state a)temperature contour, b)oxygen mass fraction contour values times 103,

* and c)fuel mass fraction contour values times 10' for inlet equivalence ratio of 1.0 and initial drop

* radius of 25 microns.
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I Figure C.3: Inlet pressure and velocity vs. time for the inlet equivalence ratios of 0.5 and 1.0 and

initial drop radius of 25 mnicrons.
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Figure C.4: Inlet pressure vs. time for the inlet equivalence ratio of 1.0 and different initial dropI radius.
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Figure C.5: Centerline pressure and perturbations to the mean centerline velocity profiles for the
I inlet equivalence ratio of 1.0 and initial drop radius of 25 microns at different phase angles during

the second free oscillations.
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I Figure C.6: Spatial profiles of the normalized a)overall conversion rate (minimum of the Arrhenius
kinetics and eddy mixing) and b)conversion rate where eddy mixing is controlling for the inlet

I equivalence ratio of 1.0, initial drop radius of 25 microns, and combustor length of 1 meter.
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I Figure C.7: a)Trajectories and b)radius squared vs. time for the sample characteristics injected
during the steady-state operations with inlet equivalence ratio of 1.0, initial drop radius of 25
microns, and combustor length of 1 meter.
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Figure C.9: Steady-state a)temperature contour, b)oxygen mass fraction contour values times 10',
fl and c)fuel mass fraction contour values times 1 04 for inlet equivalence ratio of 1.0, initial drop radius
* of 25 microns, and fine mesh (40*20), fuel is injerted half way over the inlet.
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I Figure C.10: Steady-state a)temperature contour, b)oxygen mass fraction contour values times
103, and c)fuel mass fraction contour values times 10 for inlet equivalence ratio of 1.0, initial drop3 radius of 25 microns, and fine mesh (40*20), uniform injection.
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i Figure D.l: Velocity vs. time for the quasi-one-dimensiona] case with one forced cycle,x=.09L.
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Figure D.2: Axial velocity vs. time for the quasi-one-dimensional case, mesh size of 100 by 10,
initial drop radius of 50 microns, combustor length of 0.5 meter, inlet temperature=900K, x=0.5L.
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I Figure D.4: Axial velocity vs. time for the quasi-one-dimensional case, mesh size of 100 by 10,

initial drop radius of 75 microns, combustor length of 1.0 meter, inlet temperature=900K, x=0.5L.
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Figure D.5: Pressure vs. time for the quasi-one-dimensional case, mesh size of 100 by 10, initial
drop radius of 75 microns, combustor length of 1.0 meter, inlet temperature=900K, x=0.1L.
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Figure D.6: Axial velocity vs. time for the axisymrnmetric case, only Arrhenius kinetics considered,
mesh size of 100 by 20, initial drop radius of 100 microns, combustor length of 2.0 meters, inlet
temperature=900K, x=0.5L.
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Figure D.7: Axial velocity vs. time for the axisymmetric case, only Arrhenius kinetics considered,

I mesh size of 100 by* 20, initial drop radius of 75 microns, combustor length of 2.0 meters, inlet
temperature=900K, x=0.5L.
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Figure D.8: Pressure vs. time for the axisymmetric case, only Arrbenius kinetics considered, mesh

* size of 100 by 20, initial drop radius of 75 microns, combustor length of 2.0 meters, inlet tempera-
ture=900K, x=0.1L.
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Figure D.9: Axial velocity vs. time for the axisymmetric case, only Arrhenius kinetics considered,

mesh size of 100 by 20, initial drop radius of 50 microns, combustor length of 2.0 meters, inlet

temperature=900K, x=0.5L.
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Figure D.10: Axial velocity vs. time for the axisymmetric case, both the Arrhenius kinetics and

I mixing effects considered, mesh size of 100 by 20, initial drop radius of 75 microns, combustor length
of 2.0 meters, inlet temperature=900K, x-0.5L.
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effects considered, mesh size of 100 by 20, initial drop radius of 75 microns, combustor length of 2.0
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